
  

1  Spices and grains by 
the scoop in the Medina. 
2  Kilim rugs, Tuareg 

mats and Berber 
carpets, all up for grabs 
in the carpet souk. 
3  Cacti and tranquillity 

in Yves Saint Laurent's 
Majorelle Gardens.
4  Emma's desert eco 

retreat, Camp Adounia.
5  Distinctive pointy 

lidded tagine pots for 
serving what is 
practically Morocco's 
national dish

How long have you lived in the city? 
I’ve lived in Marrakech for 11 years and seen huge 
changes in the infrastructure and growth of the 
country in that time, such as the new international 
airport that will be finished next year.    

What brought you here?   
I was living and working in London but wanted to set 
up a guesthouse and retreat where people could come 
to relax and mentally heal themselves. I wanted to 
live in a country that would be ideal for both the 
business and me and the place that ticked all the 
boxes was Morocco. It has a wonderful culture, the 
people are incredibly welcoming and kind, it’s less 
than four hours from the UK and has good schools 
and healthcare.  Marrakech, particularly, attracts 
interesting expats – musicians, designers and artists 
– and people of different cultures from around Africa.

Tell us what makes Marrakech unique
There are two sides to the city – the old town and the 
new town – so we get the best of both worlds. There’s 
the Medina, the abundant colourful markets and spice 
sellers, incredible street food – whether you want a 
handmade carpet or a chameleon, you can buy it here. 
The new town on the other hand, Guéliz, has superb 

restaurants, clubs and hotels. As a visitor to the city, 
it’s great to see the contrast of old and new. Everyone 
lives here in harmony and I’ve always felt safe.

What’s it like in November? 
The winter months are my favourite. I don’t think 
many people appreciate how fantastic the winter sun 
is in Marrakech. November is a celebration – the 
spectacular Atlas mountains, which have been hiding 
all summer in a heat haze, reappear on the horizon. 
Everything starts to breathe again, the birds sing 
more, the gardens are greener and the roses come out. 
The days are warm (around 27C) and the evenings 
cool – it’s a beautiful month. 

What time of day do you most enjoy and why? 
Early morning is fantastic because it’s calm and cool, 
particularly at this time of year. If you walk into the 

 EMMA JOYSTON-BECHAL was 
born in Mbale, Uganda. Her family 

moved to Nigeria when she was young 
and she went to school in England. As 

well as running boutique hotel Zamzam 
Riad & Spa (riadzamzam.com) in the 

Medina, she also has an eco camp  
in the Sahara, Camp Adounia 

(campadounia.com).
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MY  C ITY* :  MARRAKECH
FROM THE MEDINA TO THE ATLAS MOUNTAINS, EMMA JOYSTON-BECHAL 
CELEBRATES THE MOROCCAN CITY SHE LOVES TO CALL HOME
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Medina early, everything is still; the smells of fresh 
pancakes and mint tea fill the air. The cats patiently 
wait outside the butcher's – it’s a magical time.

What’s the nature like?
The city is well maintained and full of parks, neat 
hedges, and lots of roses and fountains. Five minutes 
in a taxi and you can be in the calm in the Palmeraie 
and enjoy a camel ride through the millions of palms. 

Where’s your favourite outdoor space?  
It has to be Yves Saint Laurent Gardens, Majorelle. 
It’s a spectacular garden full of giant bamboo, streams 
and huge cacti, not to mention the vivid yellow and 
Majorelle blue painted pots and house. 

Tell us about the light and colours of Marrakech. 
The city is full of colours, bright jellabas (traditional 
loose-fitting robes), babouches (Moroccan slippers) 
and vibrant bougainvillea flowers. Marrakech is 
called ‘the red city’ because all the buildings are 
painted a pinky red. The winter light is particularly 
strong. It’s similar to being in a ski resort with bright 
light and deep blue skies. 

1  South of the city, 
Unesco-listed Ait-Ben-
Haddou is an ancient 
desert settlement 
made of earth.
2  Carpets are  

woven by hand on 
traditional looms. 
3  Ornate plasterwork 

in the Medina.
4  Olive mountains in 

the souks
5  Mountain bike tours 

are available at 
Palmeraie, the city's 
oasis and a vast, 
ancient palm grove

yogurt drink). Breakfast is mint tea, dates, olives, 
omelettes, msmen (flat bread) and baghrir (pancakes). 
We also have fantastic local restaurants for barbecued 
meats. These are usually served with Moroccan salad 
(chopped tomato, cucumber and onion) and a plate of 
harissa. The food in Morocco is a combination of the 
dates and dried fruit of the south, heat from Africa 
and wonderful fish from the Atlantic coast. 

And the shopping is pretty good, presumably? 
Marrakech is all about shopping – you should come 
with an empty suitcase. The souks are full of leather 
goods, robes, bags… and there are designer boutiques 
such as Hanout and Lalla – two of my favourites. I 
collect African antiques for my shop and have bought 
wooden tables from Cameroon, Juju hats, wonderful 
hand-stitched Moroccan pouffes in every colour  
you can imagine. Many designers and shop owners 

from abroad come to the souks to source items.  
The carpet souk is particularly special – our shop 
(moroccanberbercarpets.com) has some great finds.

What’s your favourite way to get around the city?
Marrakech is full of scooters, it’s great to whizz 
around on one but it can be a bit hectic. You can also 
jump in and out of little taxis.

Where do you like to escape to? 
The Atlas mountains are fantastic for a day trip – you 
can do the most spectacular hiking in Imlil and see 

What about the people that live there?
The city is a mix of Arabs, Berbers, Saharawi Africans 
and Europeans. Local life runs around the concept of 
shopping in the markets, drinking tea and coffee in 
the millions of coffee shops and running errands 
between Mosque prayers. Moroccans take life in their 
stride and everything is Inshallah (god willing). 

You will hear the call to prayer five times a day – 
this is represented on the Moroccan flag by the five 
points of the star. Friday is a holy day and also 
'couscous day', where you visit a hammam and scrub 
yourself in preparation for the mosque. So Fridays are 
all about eating with family and washing from top to 
toe. Marrakech is very tolerant of Westerners, 
however, and there isn’t a strict dress code.

Where are your favourite places to meet with friends?
Most gatherings happen over food at people’s houses. 
Or we might go to an international restaurant and bar 
such as Kechmarra in Guéliz. Another favourite is 
going on a mountain bike tour through the Atlas with 
AXS (they also rent out bikes).

What’s the food like?
The traditional food of Morocco is tagines – stews 
cooked over charcoal or on the hob. Moroccan salads 
use a variety of vegetables and are served like tapas at 
the beginning of a meal. You can find wonderful 
couscous, which is accompanied by leben (a live 

“Early morning in the Medina, everything is still; 
smells of fresh pancakes and mint tea fill the air”
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1  The Berber Suite at  
Riad Zamzam. 
2  Education opens 

doors – it also decorates 
them, at this school in 
the Medina.
  3  Where better to enjoy 
a pot of mint tea?

2

stunning waterfalls. The mountains are full of fruit, 
walnut and almond trees. Another brilliant place, 
with or without the family, is Terre d’Amana – it’s an 
eco adventure park for all ages in the mountains. The 
horse riding and zip line are particularly good. 

What would surprise a newcomer to Marrakech?
People are amazed how relaxed it is, how kind the 
people are and how incredibly rich the culture is. 
People always come back for more.

If you could change one thing, what would it be?
I’d improve the recycling and care of the 
environment. It is just starting to happen in Morocco, 
the King has just banned plastic bags.

What keeps you in your city and where would you 
like to live if you could not live here?
What keeps me in Marrakech are my three 
businesses, my children's schools and good 
healthcare. If I didn’t live here, I'd like to live on  
the coast near Essaouira.

FAVOURITE SHOPS 
Hanout 
Good for contemporary pieces with Moroccan 
influence, such as beaded tunics, fringed 
jackets and breezy jumpsuits.
hanoutboutique.com

Moor 
Traditional Moroccan embroideries are used 
and renewed to make chic clothing. 
akbardelightscollections.com

Michèle Baconnier
Fantastic jewellery, clothing, baboushes, 
handbags, candlesticks, rugs and soaps.  
michele-baconnier.net

Lalla bags 
Laetitia Trouillet made her way to Marrakech 
from London's Portobello Market and now 
designs and produces bags made with local 
materials and using local craftsmen. lalla.fr

FAVOURITE CAFÉ 
Grand Café de la Poste
Post Office turned colonial-style café. At the 
weekend the covered terrace fills with locals. 
Grand Café de la Poste, Boulevard el-Mansour 
Eddahbi, Guéliz (00 212 2443 3038)

FAVOURITE RESTAURANT
Al Fassia
Traditional Moroccan cuisine has been  
served here for more than 25 years. 
alfassia.com

FAVOURITE HOTEL
Four Seasons Resort 
A luxurious escape for the day. You can enjoy 
a gorgeous lunch and relax around their pools. 
The spa is also excellent.  
fourseasons.com/marrakech 

FAVOURITE WAY TO  
SPEND AN HOUR
Riding a horse in the Palmeraie palm grove.
lescavaliersdelatlas.com

PLACE TO SEE BY NIGHT
Koutoubia Mosque: its minaret is all lit up, 
above the bustle of Jemaa El-Fna square.

BEST VIEW
Sky Bar
Fantastic bar in Guéliz for sunset drinks. 
Watch Marrakech buzz below, with the  
Atlas mountains for a backdrop.
Avenue Echouhada, Guéliz

ONE THING YOU MUST DO
Have a full hammam.

EMMA'S 
PERSONAL TOUR
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